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READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING 

Please read the information printed on back of the package, as that information will not be 
duplicated in the instructions. 

THE MOUNT BOARD 

It is recommended you use 1/2" plywood or 1x pine lumber. The legs for the dust board 
can be cut from the same lumber. 

Use the board pattern to draw the shape onto the board, selecting the size and projection you 
need. 

This straight across measurement is your board size. 

Dust Board 
____ } 1 proJ:ection 

�--� 

Cut the legs to be l" shorter than the side of the finished valance (below the board 
line), and less the thickness of the dust board. 

The leg size for this pattern (as is) is 
12". Subtract for 1/2" plywood dust 
board thickness, they should be cut 
11 1 /2" each. If you are altering the 
valance depth, this size will need to 
change accordingly. 

Paint or cover the dust board 
and legs with fabric. Use three 
nails or screws to attach the legs 
underneath the dust board. 

"t: Board Line 
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To keep the legs straight and stable, 
screw a 3 1/2" angle iron inside each leg. 

upward 
view 

Take a measurement of the front edge of the mount board. This will be the finished 
width of the valance across the board line. Notice that because of the curve shape this 
measurement is larger than the straight across measurement. 

DustBoard 

����

The valance patterns have been designed to fit these measurements and allows a little 
slack. This small amount of slack can be eased in at installation. You want to avoid a 
pulled stretched look if too much fabric take up is involved. 

THE VALANCE 

Understanding the Pattern: The valance pattern has been given to you as one half, it will 
have to be placed on the fold of the fabric or flipped over to complete its's size. It's 
complete size becomes one valance repeat. 

one valance repeat  

The patterns can take you through sizes 42" to 54" wide using one valance repeat. It is not 
recommended the pattern be made to go beyond this width range. Within this width 
range, use multiple valance repeats for large windows. 

Example: This 135" wmdow has three valance repeats @ 45" each. 
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The fabric should be cut seamless, when possible. If necessary, seams should be placed 
between the valance repeats, as previously shown by the dotted lines. These seams should 
be· covered with the horn pieces or with some other decoration. 

             If your fabric isn't wide enough for one valance repeat, piece it as near as possible 
to the ends, making sure the horn or jabot will cover the seams. 

If you are using two or more valance repeats, it is recommended you add an extra inch or two 
at the outside ends only. This will ensure the valance can relax over that much distance 
without a stretched look. Any excess fabric can simply wrap around the legs and be secured. 
The jabots will cover the legs. 

When Returns are Needed: When using returns instead of jabots, extend the valance at 
each end as shown below. When two or more valance repeats are being used, make a little 
extra allowance. Any excess can wrap around to the back of the board and be secured. 

t - r------------------------- - -,

I 

'-- I 

wraparound 
backofleg 

- -· 

Extend valance fabric to include returns. 

Altering the Pattern: The patterns are already at their maximum. To decrease the size, 
fold a tuck at the line given on the pattern. The depth of the valance can be extended or 
shortened at the top. 
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CUTTING LAYOUTS AND EXAMPLES 

Patterns Placed on Fold of Fabric: 
If you cut these first pieces on the fold of 
the lining, you can then use the full size 
lining pieces as your patterns to lay out 
the other cuts. 

Lengthwise Cut Upright cut 

t 

I 

One complete jabot 
Solid Fabric 

One complete jabot, 
when fabric has a 
pattern repeat. 

I 

FoldEdge 

selvages 

Homs 

Solid fabric, No nap 

These two pieces can 
+-- usually be cut from 

one width. 

It is important to cut 
with pattern on grain 
of fabric properly. 

Do not worry about 
matching fabric at seams. 
Seams won't show. 
Display pretty fabric 
patterns at the x and at 
center of horn. 
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Pin securely. If you plan to sew cord to the bottom edge, place pins about 2” up from the 
bottom edge.

Step 2 If you are not using cord, skip this step. Lift up the lining edge (do not 
remove pins) and stitch the cord along the seam line as usual. You should be stitching 
the cord to the right side of the valance, also 
stitching through the interlining that remains on 
the back side. If your fabrics are soft you may 
need to also put tissue paper behind the 
interlining. It is important not to pucker or 
stretch this seam. Clip the cord seam as necessary 
to make it lay flat. Let the lining down back over 
the bottom edge, covering the cord. Move the 
pins to the bottom edge, if desired. 

Step 3 Sew across the bottom and 
sides as shown. It is important to sew 
smooth gracious curves. This is easier to 
achieve if machine stitches are medium to 
small. 

If you have used cord in the seam, turn the valance over and sew again on the opposite 
 side. You will be able to sew closer against the cord. 

Step 4 Trim or grade the seam and clip at the necessary areas. Turn the lining to 
the back side. The interlining must remain behind the valance fabric. The lining 
should now be behind the interlining. Pull out all points and curves to be smooth. Press 
the valance on both sides. Machine stitch, through all thickness, across the board line. 

Step 1 If you are using 
interlining, place it at the back 
side of the valance fabric.
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Step 5 Sew a small self 
cord across the board line, if 
desired. It gives a quality finished 
touch. 

Step 6 If braid is being used, place it so the bottom of the braid is l" up from the 
bottom of the valance, following the shape of the bottom edge. Hand sew or glue in place. 
If this braid has to be machine sewn, it should be done at Step 2. 

Instead of sewing cord into the seam at the bottom, hand sew or glue a 1/4 purchased rope cord 
(no lip) to the extreme bottom edge. 

THE JABOT 

Review the cutting layouts on page 5. Remember to cut the jabots as a pair. If you are using 
interlining, cut the jabot fabric first and then use the jabot fabric pieces (right sides up) to 
cut the interlining. Keep the grain placement true as you did with the jabot fabric. Pin all 
edges, and machine baste the interlining to each fabric piece at sides and bottom. Keep the 
top edges pinned only. 

STEP 1 With right sides of fabrics together 
sew section B to section A at the seam, 
matching the double notches. 

Sew section C to section B at 
the seam, matching the 
single notches. 

• I 

• I 

. 

I 

I 

I 

Trim the interlining close to the stitching 
and press seams open. 
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Step 2 Sew the jabot lining pieces together, matching notches, the same as Step 1, 
press seams open. 

Step 3 With the right side of 
the lining against the right side of the ja
bot (the interlining remains behind the 
jabot fabric), sew them together across the 
bottom and sides as shown. Trim or 
grade the seam, clipping at the necessary 
curves is very important. 

I 
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Step 4 Turn the lining to the back side. Jabot is now right side out. Pull out points and 
curves smoothly and press. 

If you have used interlining it should now be sandwiched between the lining and jabot fabric. 
Pin the interlining to the top of the lining, leaving the top of the jabot fabric free, stitch 
the interlining to the lining 1/4" below the board line (1 3/4" from top cut edge). Trim the 
interlining close to the stitching. (Do not trim this close if your fabric is see-through). 

Step 5 Sew the lining and jabot fabric together across the board line (11/2" from top cut 
edge). Trim the lining close to the stitching. 
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Step 6 Fold and pin pleats in the jabot by following instructions on the pattern 
pieces. These pleats and folds have been drawn all the way down the pattern to help you 
with exact placement. Use safety pins to secure the pleats at the bottom of the jabot. Do 
not remove the safety pins until after the jabots have been installed to the wall. 

The first 
pleat is
on the 
return. 
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The third pleat also 
stacks at the dot, the 
bottom of the pleat 
becomes straight. 
Notice you can see the 
back of the deep 
pleat. The deep pleat 
provides stability for 
the way this jabot 
needs to hang. 

The second pleat is 
very deep, you 
actually bring the 
dots together in 
the direction of 
the arrow on the 
pattern. Notice 
how the bottom of 
the pleat overlaps 
the return. 
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Simply follow the 
arrows on the 
pattern for the 
forth pleat. 
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The fifth pleat. 
will cover a seam. 
Notice how the 
bottom of this 
pleat overlaps the 
last pleat. 

;;,.·· .. ·: . 

The last pleat 
goes in the op
posite direction 
and completes 
the shape of 
the horn. All 
that is left is the 
flap portion 
that folds to the 
back side. 
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Step 7 Stitch the jabot across the board line, securing all pleats. Once the jabots are 
installed and the safety pins removed, the return area can turn the corner properly and the 
long tab portion of the jabot will sit out front. 

THE HORN 

Review the cutting layouts on page 5. If you are using interlining follow the same cutting 
directions as with the jabot on page 7. 

Step 1 With the right side of the lining 
against the right side of the horn, sew them 
together across the bottom and sides. Trim or 
grade the seam, clipping the curve at the bottom 
is very important. 

Step 2 Follow same directions as jabot, page 8, Steps 4 and 5. 

Step 3 Follow the arrows on the pattern to 
pin in the pleats. Stitch across the board line, 
securing the pleats. 
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ATTACHING TO THE MOUNT BOARD 

Secure to the mount board with hook and loop tape or staple directly to it. 

Step 1 Begin with the center 
of the valance placed at the center 
of the board. The board stitching 
line should be at the very edge 
of the front of the board. Cord 
should be sitting down over the 
edge. Work toward each side, 
smoothing fabric to be taut, but 
not pulled too tight.
It will be necessary to clip to the board line to ease around the concave curve. Any excess fabric 
can wrap around the side of the board. Do not allow any cord to go past the back of the leg that 
will be against the wall. 

Step 2 If horns are being used, center them at areas between valance repeats. Keep their 
stitching line on the edge of the board. 

Step 3 Place the stitching line of jabots at the edge of the board, pleat dots should be at 
the corner edge of the board. The return should wrap around the end of the board. Clip 
fabric to the comer dot (if desired) to help fabric to overlap when turning the corner, or 
miter the fabric, as you wish. 

Step 4 Cover the top of the board neatly with a strip of fabric to cover all raw edges. 
Install to the wall with angle irons and appropriate wall anchors. 
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The jabot can also be made without section C. Extend the edge of section B as
shown below. Sew section B to section A and make as usual. 

·....-

,' Extend 2" at bottom 

Jabot section B 
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This is a flat valance attached to a board with legs, creating a soft cornice. It is much easier to construct than a hard cornice although the 
pattern can be used for either. The center of the board juts outward 4", displaying the majestic valance beautifully. A horn pattern is 
included to use over seams on large windows, if desired. The horns make a beautiful finishing touch also, if not using jabots. The jabot 
is a work of art. It has two hidden seams that will allow the grain of the fabric to be controlled at the important areas, as well as being 

able to choose fabric design placement at the focal points. 

The valance, as is, has a 20" deep point and 12" short point, and can be altered for any depth. The jabot hangs 40" deep and the horns 
20". They cannot be altered but their proportions are still very good for valance depths up to 24" deep. 

Fabric Suggestions: It is important that the valance fabric has body and even a little bulk. You can add an interlining or a heavy lining 
to lighter weight fabrics if necessary. Upholstery fabrics work well but stay away from those with rubbery backs. The jabot and horn can 
handle a little bulk but the fabric must be able to hold pleats well. Some lightweight upholstery fabrics will work. A contrast lining 
allows the unusual shape to show. If the main fabric has bulk it will be very important to choose a lighter lining, for the jabot and horns. 
Stripes are not suitable for the jabot. Unless trim is used on the valance a narrow edge of lining will eventually show at the bottom. 

Trims: For sew-in cords do not try and get larger than 1/4 ". When no bottom contrast trim is used a 1;2" bias braid is very effective 
applied 1" up from the bottom edge on all piece�. Do not use deep trims on the jabot and horn. The outlined shape will become 

confusing. 

YARDAGE 

To use one repeat of the valance pattern, sizes are 42" to 54" only. To use two repeats, size must be 84" to 108" only, etc. If you need 
smaller sizes consider using soft cornice pattern 9250 (CP-10). 

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you can determine 
how they will fit on your fabric. 

Valance ............................... the pattern is ...... ,. ........ your width size, plus 1" wide x 23" deep 

JABOT 

This jabot has three separate pattern pieces. There will be two hidden seams. Section C is the jabot horn. (This is a different horn than 

the one shown above). It can be made with, or without, Section C. 

Jabot, Section A ................. the pattern is ................ 23" wide x 39" deep 
Jabot, Section B .................. the pattern is ................ 31" wide x 45" deep 

Jabot, Section C. ................ the pattern is ................ 23" wide x 27" deep 

Same amount of lining will be needed. 

Yardage for Trims: 

Trims must be able to curve. Valance ( one 54" repeat) .................. 70" 

Each horn (as shown above) ............ 32" 
Each jabot (with Section C) .............. 98" 

Each jabot (without Section C) ........ 72" 

More detailed information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet. 

9247Louis XV Valance

Yardage




